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ABSTRACT
In this work we present a novel adaptation design for semicontin-
uous HMMs (SCHMM). The method, which is developed in the
scope of a crosslingual model adaptation task, consists in adjust-
ing the states’ mixture weights associated to the prototype den-
sities of the codebook. The mixture weights of the target lan-
guage are modelled as convex combinations of prototype weights.
They are defined by an acoustic regression scheme applied to the
source models, followed by a refinement using probabilistic la-
tent semantic analysis (PLSA). In order to find suitable combina-
tion weights for the convex combinations we present a maximum
likelihood (ML) as well as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mate. Thus, we name them maximum likelihood convex regression
(MLCR) and maximum a posteriori convex regression (MAPCR).
Finally, a crosslingual model adaptation task transferring multilin-
gual Spanish-English-German HMMs to Slovenian demonstrates
the performance of the method.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology has
found its way into the markets of many countries. One prerequisite
for this success was the effort made during the last decade for pro-
viding appropriate speech databases in many languages. However,
although speech databases for a multitude of languages are avail-
able now, it often remains a challenge to develop an ASR system
for a new language. Reasons are manifold. A company might not
be able to buy a large speech database, the available databases do
not match the desired environmental conditions, or a database for
the required language may not be available.
To reduce the dependency on suitable speech databases crosslin-
gual acoustic modelling has become an active research area [1],
[2], [3]. Instead of relying on the availability of a complete speech
database in the target language, a research line consists of trying to
take advantage of already available acoustic models of some other
languages. Usually a two step procedure using a limited amount
of target data is used to transform acoustic models from a source
language to the target language. The first step consists of predict-
ing suitable target models out of a phonetic-acoustic decision tree
of the source language. In a second step the predicted models are
adapted to the target language using a limited amount of target data.
The adaptation policy normally consists of a maximum a posteri-
ori (MAP) approach [4], or maximum likelihood linear regression
(MLLR) [5].
As known to the authors, until now almost all results reported on
language adaptation of hidden Markov models (HMM) refer to
the use of continuous density HMMs (CDHMM). However, semi-
continuous HMMs (SCHMM) are still widely-used. Their lower
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complexity paired with high performance make them an attractive
alternative to CDHMMs especially for small and medium scale sys-
tems. Unfortunately, adaptation techniques for SCHMMs are not as
well-developed as in the case of CDHMMs. Beside MAP adap-
tation proposed in [6], a powerful transformation based method is
still not established. Of course, MLLR can be applied to SCHMMs
too. Nevertheless, its use is of limited effect due to SCHMMs rely-
ing on one common codebook. Applying regression class specific
MLLR transformations for different model groups is impossible.
Only common transformations over all models are feasible weak-
ening the strength of MLLR significantly.
Recently a new transformation based adaptation approach for
SCHMMs was presented. In [7] the authors suggested to model
the mixture weights of the HMMs as a convex combination of a set
of prototype weights. The prototype weights themselves were de-
fined by an acoustic regression scheme deployed to the source mod-
els followed by a refinement applying probabilistic latent semantic
analysis (PLSA) [8]. For fixing the combination weights of the con-
vex combinations a ML expression was derived by an appropriate
modification of the corresponding auxiliary function taken from the
Baum-Welsh reestimation framework.
In this work we first reformulate the derivation given in [7] by a
straightforward ML procedure, avoiding the use of Baum’s auxil-
iary function. The resulting algorithm is called maximum likeli-
hood convex regression (MLCR). In a second step the ML proce-
dure is extended to a MAP solution which is named maximum a
posteriori convex regression (MAPCR). Finally, we study the case
of a crosslingual model adaptation task, transferring multilingual
Spanish-English-German models to Slovenian. Besides comparing
the case of MLCR with MAPCR, simulation results for MLLR are
given too.

2. THE DATA MODEL

In a SCHMM system the output densitiesp(x|s) of the states
s∈ {1, ...,M} are defined as superpositions of prototype densities
p(x|k) of a common codebook withk ∈ {1, ...,K} naming the pro-
totypes.

p(x|s) =
K

∑
k=1

cskp(x|k) (1)

The mixture weightscsk fulfil standard probabilistic constraints and
can be interpreted as the conditional probabilities that prototype
densityk is active when being in states, i.e.

csk = P(k|s) (2)

=
P(k,s)
P(s)

. (3)
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We define an adapted or smoothed versioncs = [cs1, ...,csK]T of the
mixture weightscs = [cs1, ...,csK]T as a convex combination

cs = Usαs (4)

of a set ofL prototype weights vectorsusl forming matrixUs. I.e.,
matrixUs models our belief of the acoustic neighbourhood ofcs.
The L-dimensional vectorαs represents the combination weights
which need to be estimated under standard probabilistic constraints.
As indicated by the subscripts the usl and theαs depend on the
current states. We setL << K to get the desired reduction in the
number of free parameters.

3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CONVEX REGRESSION

In contrast to [7] where the ML solution of estimation problem(4)
is obtained within the Baum-Welsh reestimation framework, here
we provide a more straightforward ML formulation which avoids
the use of Baum’s auxiliary function.
The key for doing so is to define the observation sequence in a
way different from the usual one. The most natural way for defin-
ing the observation sequence might be by the sequence of mel-
cepstrum values or suchlike, i.e. by thex from (1). Neverthe-
less, for the problem on hand we do not so. In contrast, we re-
member that we model the sequence ofx as generated by a hid-
den Markov process, i.e. by a sequence of joint eventsosk =
{the process is in states applying prototype densityk}. Though,
we are not able to observe the sequence ofosk, we are able to de-
velop an expression for its likelihood and to relate it to our model
(4).
We start to derive a ML expression for all prototype weightsα =
[α1, ...,αM ] by defining the observation sequenceS= (on)1≤n≤N.
It is modelled as the realisation of an underlying sequence of inde-
pendent identical distributed (i.i.d.) random variables(On)1≤n≤N
which are defined on a finite set of eventsO= {o11, ...,osk, ...,oMK}
with theosk as explained above.
With the i.i.d assumption of the random variablesOn the log-
likelihoodL (α) of the observation sequenceS is expressed as

L (α) = logP(S) (5)

= logP(o1, ...,oN) (6)

= log
N

∏
n=1

P(on) (7)

= log
M

∏
s=1

K

∏
k=1

P(osk)nsk. (8)

In (8) we used the empirical event countsnsk = |{on : on = osk}|
which allows us to group the likelihoods of identical eventson to-
gether. Next we introduce the eventos = {the process is in states}
and express, according to(3), the mixture weightscsk as

csk =
P(osk)
P(os)

. (9)

After substitutingcsk by its modelcsk we get

P(osk) = cskP(os), (10)

and the log-likelihood of(8) can be expressed as

L (α) = log
M

∏
s=1

K

∏
k=1

(cskP(os))nsk (11)

=
M

∑
s=1

(
log

K

∏
k=1

csk
nsk + log

K

∏
k=1

P(os)nsk

)
. (12)

Inspecting(12) we find that the log-likelihood of the complete ob-
servation sequenceS is composed out of the sum of the individual
log-likelihoods for each states. Bearing in mind that the terms in-
cludingP(os) do not affect the maximisation ofL (α), (12) can be
decomposed to the individual log-likelihoods

L (αs) = log
K

∏
k=1

csk
nsk (13)

for each states∈ {1, ...,M}. That is, the joint maximisation of
L (α) respectiveα is broken down to the individual maximisation
of theL (αs) for each states.
For the further evaluation of(13) the countsnsk are needed. Unfor-
tunately it is difficult to obtain them, if it is possible at all. Never-
theless, we can easily obtain estimates for their expectation values
nsk. As the adaptation of HMMs implies the availability of more
or less adequate source models, it is always possible to reestimate
the source models by the adaptation data. The resulting reestimated
mixture weightscs constitute a first estimate of the target models
but can also be seen as a measurement providing us with statistics
of the adaptation data. This gets clear remembering, [9], that the
individualcsk can be interpreted as normalised counts

csk =
nsk

ns
(14)

with nsk denoting the expected number of times the hidden Markov
process is in states applying thekth prototype density, andns the
expected number of times the hidden Markov process is in states.
In light of our problem we use thensk as an estimate for thensk and
reformulate(13) as

L (αs) = log
K

∏
k=1

csk
nsk (15)

= log
K

∏
k=1

csk
cskns (16)

= ns

K

∑
k=1

csklog(csk). (17)

Using vector notation and plugging in(4) we get

L (αs) = nsc
T
s log(Usαs) (18)

and the final optimisation problem can be stated as

argmin
αs

−cT
s log(Usαs) (19)

sub ject to
L

∑
l=1

αsl = 1

and αsl ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ {1, ..,L}
which need to be solved for eachs∈ {1, ...,M}. With the αs as
defined by(19) the adapted mixture weightscs are finally given by
(4).
Though we found no closed form solution for the problem, it is
identified as convex and can be solved by convex optimisation [10].
A graphical interpretation of the ML solution is given in Fig. 1.
Solving problem(19) consists in projecting the measurementcs
onto the probabilistic sub-simplex spanned by the convex combina-
tion of Us, minimising the distance, i.e. the cross-entropy, between
the measurementcs and the solutioncs.
As explained above, the proposed adaptation method consists of
two steps. First, we retrain the source models by the adaptation
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Figure 1:Graphical interpretation of the ML solution.

data. Due to the limited amount of target data, the resulting mod-
els are quite rough estimates of the final target models. Anyhow,
they can be seen as noisy measurements of the target models and
provide us with statistics about the adaptation data. Second, these
noisy measurements are smoothed by projecting them onto proba-
bilistic solution sub-simplexes constituting our expectations where
to find the final solutions of our adaptation problem.
It remains to define a method to assign the source to the target
models and to define appropriate solution sub-simplexesUs. For
both tasks a regression scheme applying the phonetic-acoustic de-
cision tree of the source language is applied, also explaining where
the name of the method, maximum likelihood convex regression
(MLCR), stems from. A detailed description of the corresponding
regression scheme is given in Section 4 and 5.

4. TARGET MODEL PREDICTION AND ACOUSTIC
REGRESSION CLASSES

Crosslingual model adaptation starts with the prediction of suitable
target models out of the decision tree of the source language. In our
system we use a phonetic-acoustic decision tree for state tying. It is
constructed during the training of the source models constituting a
function from a generic phonetic feature space to a state space. The
input domain consists of phonetic feature vectors assigned to the
central phone and the phonetic contexts of a state. The features are
generic, i.e. to a large degree independent of the used language. An
example might be(plosive,bilabial,voiced). The output domain
holds the weights vectors of the states.
With the input domain being of generic nature the tree can also be
used to predict the tied states of the models of a new language. Af-
ter setting up the feature vectors for the new language one calls the
tree applying the features. Afterwards the predicted weights vectors
are assigned to the models of the target language. This procedure
effectively defines the target modelscs and initialises their training.
In a further step the decision tree is also used to define the solution
sub-simplexesUs by exploiting the acoustic neighbourhood knowl-
edge given by neighbouring leaves of the tree. Acoustic regression
classes are defined by cutting the tree above its leaves constructing
a set of subtrees. In Fig. 2 we illustrate this situation. It shows a
fictitious decision tree which is cut by the dashed line. It results in
three subtrees with6, 3, and2 leaves and the corresponding mixture
weights of the base states{b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6}, {b7,b8,b9} and
{b10,b11}. The cut is accomplished searching the complete tree for
the subtree giving minimal accumulated model entropy. The search,
starting from the tree’s root, stops after having reached the number
of desired regression classes, i.e. nodes.
All leaves of a subtree share one or more common phonetic features

b1

b2 3b b4 b5

b6 b7

b8 9b

10b 11b

Cut fixing the regression classes

Figure 2:Sub-simplex construction.

or, in other words, are to some degree acoustically similar. In con-
sequence, the mixture weights vectorsbi associated to the leaves
of a subtree form a more or less consistent acoustic sub-simplex.
Furthermore, for the adaptation task we assume that the base mod-
els we use for initialisation are already close to the target models.
From these considerations we posit that each target model should
lie within the space spanned by its initialisation state and its neigh-
bouring states occupying the same subtree.
Although each set of base statesbi already constitutes a possible
solution space for acs we do not stack them directly toUs. When
doing so we would actually lose, at least to some degree, our con-
trol over the amount of free parameters to estimate. As seen from
Fig. 2, the generated subtrees exhibit different numbers of leaves
which would result in a hardly controllable number of combination
weightsαs for each sub-simplex. To overcome this problem, but
also to reduce stochastic dependencies within theUs, we use PLSA
to derive theUs out of thebi assigned to a regression class.

5. PROBABILISTIC LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

The starting point for PLSA is the so called aspect model [8]. For a
pair of random variables(x,y) ∈ (X,Y) = {(xk,ys)|1≤ k≤ K∧1≤
s≤ M} an underlying production mechanism involving a hidden
variablez∈Z = {z1, ..,zL} is assumed. The hidden variable is called
factor or latent variable, and the production mechanism assumes
conditional independence betweenX andY given the latent variable
Z. With this model the joint probabilityP(x,y) is expressed as

P(x,y) = ∑
z∈Z

P(x|z)P(y|z)P(z). (20)

The parameters of(20) are estimated using the EM algorithm as
described in [8]. With the termsP= [P(xk,ys)]k,s, Ũ = [P(xk|zl )]k,l ,
Σ̃ = diag[P(zl )]l , andṼ = [P(ys|zl )]s,l , (20) can be arranged in
matrix form as

P = Ũ Σ̃ṼT
. (21)

Equation(21) shows a formal similarity to a singular value decom-
position (SVD). The most prominent one is the interpretation of the
columns of matrixŨ as base vectors of a sub-simplex. On the other
hand, in contrast to a SVD, PLSA constitutes a generative model.
I.e. we are free to chose the model complexity and therefore the
number of latent variablesL to control the size of̃U .
In light of our search for suitable basis vectorsusl, we use PLSA as
follows. After having identified the neighbouring base vectors for a
specific states the vectors are stacked together forming matrixBs.
E.g., for the first subtree of Fig. 2 we getBs = [b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6].
The components of matrixBs stand for the conditional probabilities
P(k|s,Ts), i.e. the probability of mixture densityk given states and
subtreeTs. To get the joint probabilitiesP(k,s|Ts) we multiply the
columns ofBs by the P(s|Ts), the occupation probabilities of the
states conditioned on the current subtreeTs. TheP(s|Ts) can be de-
rived during the training of the base models.
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Finally, after having fixed the model complexityL, the matrix of
joint probabilitiesP(k,s|Ts) is decomposed by PLSA providing̃U
being actually the desired baseUs in the MLCR solution(19).

6. MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI CONVEX REGRESSION

A critical point of the ML solution is the definition of the solu-
tion sub-simplexUs. The ML solution implicitly assumes that a
good solution is more likely to lie close toUs than tocs. Though
this might be a reasonable assumption in case of a small amount of
adaptation data, it loses its justification as more data becomes avail-
able. If we had plenty of data we would anticipate that the solution
for the adaptation problem iscs itself. A natural way to take this re-
lationship into consideration is the introduction of prior information
about our confidence in the solution sub-simplexUs, i.e. extending
the ML approach to a MAP approach.
For a MAP formulation of the problem we start by includingcs into
the solution sub-simplex by extendingUs by cs, demanding the ex-
tension ofαs by αsL+1, too. I.e. the data model changes to

cs = [Us,cs] [αs1, ...,αsL,αsL+1]T . (22)

In case of the prior distributionp(αs) we are actually only inter-
ested in weighting the solutions betweenUs andcs. In practise this
means that we can setp(αs) = p(αsL+1), being equivalent to a non-
informative, uniform prior for the originalαs.
Hence, analogous to(16), the objective functionM (αs) to max-
imise can be stated as

M (αs) = log

(
p(αsL+1)

K

∏
k=1

csk
cskns

)
(23)

wherecsk refers to the extended data model of(22). For the prior
density we assume the form of a gamma distribution

p(αsL+1) = Cαµ
sL+1exp(−ηαsL+1) (24)

with αsL+1 ∈ [0,1], µ ,η ≥ 0 andC a suitable normalisation con-
stant. Parameterµ andη serve to control the shape of the priors.
As depicted in Fig 3, for a smallη the prior gets uniform express-
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Figure 3:Prior distributionsp(αsL+1) for µ = 0.5.

ing our uncertainty respectiveUs. But, asη gets bigger the prior
changes its shape to a peak concentrating its probability mass near
zero. In this caseαsL+1 is expected to be rather small, reflecting our
suspicion regarding the measurementcs. The value ofµ is of mi-
nor importance especially ifη gets big. Using vector notation and

definition(24), the final optimisation problem according to(23) be-
comes

argmin
αs

−nsc
T
s log

(
[Us,cs] [αs1, ...,αsL+1]T

)

−µ logαsL+1 + ηαsL+1 (25)

sub ject to
L+1

∑
l=1

αsl = 1

and αsl ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ {1, ..,L +1}

which is convex, i.e. can also be solved by convex optimisation.
Thens, i.e. the expected number of times the hidden Markov pro-
cess stays in states, can easily be obtained as byproduct when rees-
timating the source models by the adaptation data.
A key role in the interpretation of(25) inheres the state countns.
It is the factor balancing the information reflected by the measure-
ment and the prior. As a reliable measurement comes with a high
state count, a highns gives emphasise to the likelihood part of(25)
shifting the solution tocs. On the other hand, ifns is small the prior
terms will dominate. Withη sufficiently bigαsL+1 is forced to be
close to zero leading to a solution near to the original, not extended
sub-simplex.

7. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We use a SCHMM system calculating every 10ms twelve mel-
cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) (and the energy) using cepstral mean
subtraction. First and second order differential MFCCs plus the dif-
ferential energy are employed. For each stream a codebook is con-
structed consisting of 256 and 32 (delta energy) Gaussian mixtures,
respectively. We use 3-state state-tied left-to-right demiphones.
Demiphones [11] can be thought of as triphones which are cut in
the middle giving a left and a right demiphone. For state tying we
apply a binary decision tree to each state position but over all source
phonemes resulting in six trees. Thus, beside context questions also
questions respective the central phoneme of a model are asked. The
questions used by the decision tree are of phonetic character and are
derived from the IPA-chart.

8. THE ADAPTATION TASK

The method is tested for a crosslingual model adaptation task using
SpeechDat-II fixed telephone databases. Starting point is a set of
multilingual speaker independent source models trained on Span-
ish, English and German. Target language is Slovenian. The mul-
tilingual system is trained on phonetically rich sentences of3000
speaker,1000from each language. After state tying the model set
consists of3000tied states.
We use two adaptation sets with10 and20 speakers. Both sets are
balanced with respect to sex, they consist of85 and170sentences,
respectively. The independent test set,50women and50 men, con-
sists of614clauses of phonetically rich words mixed with applica-
tion words. The resulting grammar, just a word list, comprises372
words.
For training a monolingual Slovenian reference system we use
the phonetically rich sentences of900 speaker of the Slovenian
database.

9. TESTS AND DISCUSSION

The adaptation process starts by predicting initial target models out
of the source model tree. We note that only1832of the3000leaves
of the source tree were used by the target language. Next, the mea-
surementscs were calculated by one iteration Baum-Welsh train-
ing on the adaptation data. For initialisation we used the predicted
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source models.
The number of regression classes was fixed to100and the number
of latent variables to30. PLSA was carried out on theBs, i.e. as-
suming equal probable source states.
Table 1 summarises the simulation results for both adaptation sets
comprising10 and 20 speakers, respectively. Forη , the critical

Table 1:Test results with WERs in[%].

#Speaker 10 20

MONO 9.61
PRED 46.09
MEA 49.51 35.18

MLLR 48.21 34.04
MLCR 29.48 29.80

MAPCR5 27.52 26.38
MAPCR7 26.71 24.92
MAPCR9 26.71 23.45
MAPCR11 27.20 23.45

parameter of the prior density, a grid search was carried out. The
resultingη-values are given by the subscripts of the MAPCR labels,
µ was set to0.5. The reference result for a monolingual Slovenian
system, MONO, is given by9.61% WER. Using directly the pre-
dicted, i.e. not retrained or adapted multilingual models, PRED,
lead to a WER of46.09%. The outcomes obtained by applying the
measurements are called MEA. For the results of the adapted mod-
els the95%confidence interval is given by ca.±3.5%WER.
Comparing the MEA-WERs to the PRED-WER we find that re-
training the PRED models by the small adaptation set worsens the
situation whereas a substantial gain of ca.11%WER for the bigger
data set is observed. Going on by inspecting the MLLR results we
see that MLLR hardly helps. Though, up to1.30% improvement
is obtained it can not compete with the performance of MLCR or
MAPCR. Thus, merely adapting the common codebook, as done by
MLLR, is barely a good adaptation policy for SCHMMs.
Continuing by applying MLCR to the measurements the WERs
drop to29.48% and29.80%. This result confirms our assumption
that a good solution may be found inUs, the solution sub-simplex
in the MLCR case. This is further reinforced by the fact that we get
nearly identical results for both data sets. On the other hand, the
fact that we do not achieve a better result for the bigger data set,
which also performs much better in the not adapted case, also indi-
cates that MLCR is not able to take advantage of the better starting
point.
Inspecting the remaining results we see that MAPCR is able to over-
come this drawback. Though we also observe a gain of2− 3%
WER for the small data set, for the bigger one the WER drops up
to 6.35% resulting in the smallest WER of23.45%. Focusing on
η , controlling effectively the shape of the prior, we observe that the
best results are obtained forη = 9 andη = 11. This corresponds to
a quite narrow prior distribution, concentrating its probability mass
near zero. In other words, also in the case of MAPCR, the best so-
lutions tend to lie close toUs.
Comparing the best adapted result of23.45%WER with the9.61%
WER of the monolingual reference system, one observes a perfor-
mance gap of13.84%WER. This gap is caused by several reasons.
First, the amount of adaptation data might just be too small. Sec-
ond, in case of crosslingual model adaptation one is confronted by
a phonetic context mismatch caused by using a decision tree ded-
icated to another language. Polyphone decision tree specialisation
as proposed in [3] might reduce this problem. Finally, we mention
that neither MLCR nor MAPCR is able to predict unseen events.
The method can only be applied to seen states, respective measure-

mentscs. States which did not appear in the adaptation data were
not adapted. In this case the original models predicted from the
decision tree were used.

10. SUMMARY

This paper describes a novel adaptation framework for SCHMMs.
It is based on the projection of a measurement vector to an ex-
pected solution space. By incorporating acoustic regression classes
the method makes efficient use of prior acoustic information of the
source models. Though solutions in a ML as well as in a MAP con-
text are given, maximum a posteriori convex regression (MAPCR)
has proven to outperform maximum likelihood convex regression
(MLCR) clearly.
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